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Box 1, Tape 1 
 

 
In this interview, Anghelina Ionuţaş, local resident of the village of Treznea, discusses 
the incidents which took place in the northern part of Romania during World War II. She 
focuses on a raid in Treznea, which was organized by Hungarians and which led to 
numerous deaths, including the death of elderly people, women, and children, and also to 
the arson of a significant number of houses. In addition, she comments on the deportation 
of some local Jews in 1944. 
 
[01:] 01:22:07 – [01:] 10:06:59 
 
She mentions her birth date as May 15, 1920, and her birthplace as Treznea (northwestern 
part of Romania, about 12 km away from Zalău) where she has been living until now; 
remembers that in September 1940, Hungarian troops came to their village, towards 
lunchtime, and started shooting; says that the local people did not know that they were 
shooting people; says that they thought they had some sort of special maneuver training; 
remembers the Hungarians relentlessly shooting towards the hill with two machine guns; 
comments on houses in the village starting to ignite and burn down; discusses the soldiers 
coming to the village and addressing the locals in Hungarian; comments on the soldiers 
hitting some locals and killing others; mentions her being hit on the head with the back of 
a rifle; comments on the soldiers attempting to figure out who was Hungarian and who 
was not; discusses their taking those who were not of the same ethnicity as they were and 
ordering them to walk in lines outside the village and towards the two machine guns; 
mentions the soldiers beating them while walking and hitting them with the rifles;  
comments on the number of soldiers as so many that they covered the main street of the 
village to the very entrance (most of the Romanian villages are built following the pattern 
of having one main road and on each side of this road houses are built next to each other, 
with small gardens in front and larger ones in the back); estimates that almost half of the 
villagers were taken to the hill by the soldiers; talks about their being rounded up when 
arriving at the place where the two machine guns were installed; comments on the 
soldiers starting to debate in front of them whether they should only take their money or 
kill them by putting them in rows in front of the two machine guns; discusses the soldiers 
shooting those on the spot who attempted to leave the rows.  
 
[01:] 10:07:00 – [01:] 22:15:05 
 
She says that while the soldiers were debating, a car arrived at the scene and pulled over; 
mentions a high-ranking officer getting out of the car and asking the soldiers what they 
were doing with the rounded-up people and on whose order; says that one of the soldiers 
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mentioned a name, and the general ordered them to let the people go; discusses the 
general addressing the villagers and ordering them to keep a single line towards the 
village; says that the soldiers gave the name Ferenc Bőja [Bőya] as the person who gave 
them the order to come to this village; comments on Bőja wanting the local people out of 
the way to get the hill and surrounding areas for himself; continues that the same Bőja 
had business relations with the Nazis later, mainly in the fur and clothing trade; goes back 
to the moment of being taken to the hill; says that she had no idea that they were thinking 
of shooting them, even if she did see soldiers shoot elderly people, a woman and a 
family;  
she reckons, that the entire ordeal took only a few hours; discusses her release and going 
back to the burning houses in the village; comments on the fire spreading very quickly 
through the gathered hay and hemp; describes seeing two men who burned alive; 
discusses witnessing many people being killed or burned in the next two days; comments 
on the bodies being gathered by villagers who had carts, in order to bury them 
appropriately; discusses the victims’ ethnicity as not Hungarian, but mainly Romanian 
and partly Jewish; remembers the Jewish family Bercovici, who owned a local store and 
the mill; gives the number of Jewish families in the village as six. 
 
[01:] 22:15:06 – [01:] 32:04:16 
 
She comments on her not seeing the actual killing of the Jews; discusses her witnessing 
the killing of the priest of the village and the burning of his body in front of his house;  
mentions that she learned later that he was shot at the church wall together with others 
because the soldiers wanted revenge on the daughter of the priest who supposedly fired at 
them from the church tower; discusses how the Hungarian soldiers tied elderly people to 
the back of the canon which they carried with them and took them to the woods where 
they shot them; discusses the connection between Bőja and the soldiers of which she 
learned by befriending some Hungarian servants who were in Bőja’s service; talks about 
how Bőja apparently fed the soldiers food and drink and then asked them to come to the 
village and help him get rid of its inhabitants; comments on the two cemeteries in the 
village; discusses the Jewish cemetery, which still exists without serving its purpose 
anymore, as there are no more Jews to be buried; comments on the question of whether 
the Jews killed in 1940 were buried and where; talks about the six Jewish families that 
lived in the village at that time and had no synagogue, though there was one three 
villages away; says that she witnessed how in 1944, the remaining Jews of the area and 
Jews from other surrounding villages were gathered and taken away in a convoy by the 
Nazis; comments on these Jews being taken away to never return again.  
 
[01:] 32:04:17 – [01:] 39:55:00 
 
She remembers the deportation of the Jews in 1944; says that most of the Romanian 
villagers were sad and cried together with the Jewish families since they were hard-
working and dependable people and losing them was a great loss to the village;  
remembers a Hungarian soldier smiling and saying to those helplessly watching the 
deportation of the Jews that they might come for them as well—referring mainly to the 
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Romanian gypsies; comments on only two boys returning from those taken away in the 
spring of 1944; discusses the Hungarian police force supervising the Jewish convoy; 
talks about her working in the nearby city of Zalǎu and being told by a Jewish couple 
who were working as engineers there to go see the movies about the deportation of the 
Jews; admits that between 1940 and 1944, there was not a lot of commotion in the 
village; talks about local Romanians killing Nazis who were trying to escape through 
their village in 1944; discusses the arrival of the Russians and people breaking the locks 
on the home of the greedy man and giving all his possessions to the local people.  
 
[01:] 39:55:01 – [01:] 52:34:59  
 
She talks again about the incident in 1940 in which both women and men were tied to the 
canon by Hungarian troops and were beaten and tortured; admits that she does not know 
what happened next since she hid inside the house to protect herself; comments on the 
question of how the soldiers made the distinction between Hungarian and Romanian 
villagers; discusses her own mother trying to fool the soldiers by speaking Hungarian, 
and almost being killed for that with a bayonet; talks about witnessing through the 
windows how the soldiers killed other women in the village and mutilated them with their 
bayonets; comments on her being alive today due to the intervention of that general.  
 
[“This world is so learned!” – Literal translation of an expression she uses when seeing 
the cameras and the equipment of the crew interviewing her; basically it means: How far 
has technology come!] 
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